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Iphone User Guide
The Apple iphone 12 Mini is the smallest version in the iphone 12 series. The 5.4-inch OLED screen, the iphone 12 Mini is powered by an A14 Bionic chip, with 64GB, 128GB or
256GB of internal storage options. The main camera is dual, 12MP + 12MP and the selfie camera is 12 megapixel, which is also used for face recognition. The device includes
the latest operating system of iphone - ios 14. The iphone 12 Mini offers 5G connectivity, water resistance, stereo speakers and all Apple services. The device also has the visible
technologies in the iphone 12, such as Dolby Vision in HDR and with gorilla glass protection. In this tutorial you will learn how to control and build all the essential features of the
new iphone 12 Mini, including basic and advanced tips and tricks that will help you navigate the smartphone interface and use the latest operating system, ios 14, like a pro. .
This guide is ideal for beginners and experts. It includes photos, practical illustrations and detailed step-by-step instructions to help you maximize the user experience and quickly
control your device like a specialist. Here is a preview of what you will learn: Setting up iphone 12 mini Create apple ID Setup google mail Add credit card Send payment via
message Set up apple pay cash Verify your identity on apple pay Put money in your apple pay cash card Send your apple pay cash balance to your bank account Dark mode
Setup and use siri Change iphone 12 mini language Family sharing setup Accept family sharing invitation Hoe to create a reminder Customize xbox one controller Use picture in
picture mode Change iphone wallpaper Setup live photos as wallpaper Add widget to home screen Edit widget Create smart stack Setup csrplay Trun on voice control How to
choose contact and message ringtone Setup imessage Set up your device for MMS Pin and unpin message Delete mesaage Setup mail account Delete mail account Recover
delete emails Take a screenshot Set up the headphone level checker Set up your sleep schedule Install apps feom the app store Delete apps Enable location service AND
MONY MORE
iPhone: The Missing ManualThe book that should have been in the box"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
New Comprehensive Manual with Illustrations to master the iPhone 11 Pro Do you own the iPhone 11 Pro? Or you're considering getting the new iPhone 11 Pro? Or you're
searching for the latest and up to date guide on iPhone 11 Pro Max? Then this guide is for you. This book will walk you through all the basic and advanced features of the iPhone
11 Pro and how to operate the device like a Pro. Learn about all the features of the iPhone 11 Pro with easy step by step guide and illustrations to help you master the brand new
iPhone 11 Pro device not just like the random users but with some degree of uniqueness and satisfaction to enhance productivity. This is the ultimate manual to drive your
iPhone 11 Pro experience to a higher level. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: About iPhone 11 Pro How to install iOS 13.1 update How to Set up iPhone 11 Pro How to Use
iCloud & Quick Start to Transfer and Restore iPhone Data How to Create a New Apple ID How to Set Up Apple Pay How to Use a Wireless or USB Mouse on iPhone 11 Pro How
to Display Preview on Lock Screen How to Use the New d104 Format Gesture How to Use the New Camera App About "Capture Outside the Frame" feature How to Enable Dark
Mode How to Set Up CarPlay Receive Notification When Sending Message via Reminder App Filter Unknown Calls and Messages How to Block Email Senders How to Use
Apple's Measure App Set Phone to Erase After Several Attempts Share Photos With or Without Location Information Remove App Size Limitations on Cellular Data How to Take
Long Screenshots of Websites Save and Share Webpage as a PDF Add Widget to Display the Battery Level as a Percentage How to use cycle tracking and fertility prediction in
the health app How to Record 4K Selfie with iPhone 11 Pro How to edit your photos and videos without using iMovie Use 'Look Around' to Navigate High-Resolution Street Views
of Cities Generate Lists of Locations Using Collections in Apple Map How to use the new Memoji/Animoji stickers and features How to Set the Screen Time Turn On One-Handed
Mode Using the New Find My App How to Enable Offline Finding via Find My App Set a Custom Name and Profile Picture via iMessage How to Pair DualShock 4/Xbox One S
controller How to Scan Documents from the Files App How to Enable Content Blockers in Safari Set Up Emergency Medical ID And lots more Don't wait anymore. Scroll up and
click the "BUY NOW" button to get this guide and learn everything about the iPhone 11 Pro smartphone.
The Perfect User Guide for the Second Generation iPhone SE 2020 to Maximize the Latest iOS 14 Software. iOS 14 is one of Apple's most significant iOS update to date,
introducing Siri improvements, Picture in Picture video playback, Home screen design changes, App Library, and several other powerful tweaks. This user manual will show you
all the features and settings of the iOS 14 to help you master how to use the iOS 14 on your iPhone SE 2020 with all its newly introduced features. This guide will walk you
through all the fantastic features of the new software and expose all the hidden settings. In this guide, you will learn: All the Amazing Features of the iOS 14 you should know
about How to Set Up Your iPhone How to Set up and manage Family Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Updating your iPhone device to
the latest iOS 14 Applying iOS 14 updates to your iPhone device Using Siri Using Find My How to add and manage Widgets to your iPhone Exploring the App Library on iOS 14
How to use app clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitasking with the Picture in Picture feature on your iPhone How to use the new Message features on
your iPhone Speech and Language Translation Creating your Memoji in iOS 14 Using Memoji as a profile picture Camera feature on iOS 14 Sorting albums FaceTime feature on
iOS 14 Headphone and Environmental sound control. How to set up sleep schedules in the Health app on iPhone How to set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone
Organizing apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes And a lot more! Are you ready to get started with the new iOS 14 on your iPhone SE? Then grab a copy of this manual
Now!
The Complete and Well-Illustrated User Guide for iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max. Apple introduced the iPhone 12 alongside the iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12
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Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max on October 13. The iPhone 12 lineup offers users 5G connectivity for improved gaming, better quality video streaming, higher definition FaceTime
calls, and faster downloads & uploads. There is so much to achieve with these flagship phones, and this book will help you maximize your iPhone 12. This detailed user guide
contains step-by-step instructions that are easy to read and follow. Value-Add for this Book A well-organized table of content that you can easily reference to get details quickly
and more efficiently. Step-by-step instructions with images that will help you operate your iPhone 12 in the simplest terms. Latest tips and tricks to help you master your new
iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone Pro Max. Here is a preview of what you will learn: Set up your iPhone 12 Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Take a Screenshot
or Screen Recording On iPhone Home screen and open apps Type and Edit Text on iPhone 12 Set up FaceTime on iPhone 12 Using Apple Maps Use and Customize Control
Center on iPhone 12 Customize Sounds and Haptic Feedback Allow Features Access from Device Lock Screen How to use app clips on iPhone 12 Play Games on your iPhone
12 Set up Family Sharing and Share Purchases with Family Members Set up Screen Time for a Family Member on iPhone 12 Switch Between Apps on iPhone 12 Move and
organize apps on iPhone 12 Switching Between Open Apps Create Folders and Organize Your Apps Find out what Siri can do on iPhone 12 Using Calculator on iPhone 12 Take
Photos with the Camera on iPhone 12 Taking Videos with iPhone 12 Camera Recording a Slow-Motion Video Multitasking with "Picture in Picture" on iPhone Using Siri on
iPhone 12 Play Live Radio Through Siri Enable Dark Mode Translate a Webpage Block Spam Callers And So much more! Get this user guide now and start using your iPhone
12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max for the best experience.
**Buy the Paperback and get the eBook version free**The iPhone XR, XS and XS Max were launched at same period each with its amazing features and beauty. While Apple
used the LCD display on the iPhone XR, they quickly corrected this with the iPhone XS and XS Max that brought back the beautiful Super Retina HD display screen that current
users are familiar with. With the launch of the iPhone XS Max came the introduction of the biggest screen ever seen in the iPhone series. With its 6.5 inches screen display, the
iPhone XS Max has stood tall amongst its counterparts. Apple also ensured that the phones come with an improved battery capacity from the iPhone X and XR. What more can a
user ask for. Are you at the verge of upgrading your iPhone device or newly switching from android to iPhone and need to know which you should go for, whether the iPhone XS
or the iPhone XS Max? Have you bought either of the iPhones and just need a simpler and all-encompassing guide to mastering and bonding with your new iPhone device? Are
you a senior who just recently acquired or thinking of getting the iPhone XS or XS Max and need the steps broken down in simple to understand steps and instructions? Then this
book is for you. You are about to commit a large sum of money to get this device or you may have acquired it already and you should be able to operate your device and perform
every functions and tricks on the new device without spending hours trying to figure out how the smartphone works. I have taken time to go through all the features and tricks in
the iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max to be able to come up with this book as a guide to a quicker and better experience. The iPhone XS and XS Max User Guide is that complete
guide you need to operate your iPhones seamlessly. This book would benefit beginners, first time iPhone users, seniors as well as users changing devices. In this book, you
would find information you need to know about the iPhone starting from the physical features, to explaining buttons and terms that you need to know to better enjoy your device.
It then goes into step by step teachings and guides on how to use the device starting from the basics. This includes steps on how to: -Set up the device -Set up email-Create
contact list-Set up face ID-Register for apple id -Navigate Apple pay features -Make and answer calls-Text messages, download apps-Charge your phone wirelessly-Unlock your
device-Activate 3D Touch-Turn Siri to a translator -Restart, reset and restore -Show off your new device with Memoji and Animoji-Make use of "find my iPhone" when lostAmazing tips and tricks and so much more details you should knowValue Add for this book-A detailed Table of content for easy referencing when needed.Grab a copy of this
book and enjoy a smooth relationship with your iPhone XS Max. -Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms, easy for all to understand. -Latest
tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest.Click to buy your copy now and get all the benefits that the iPhone offers.
The Perfect User Guide for iPhone 12 users who want to maximize the full features of the latest iOS 14 operating software. iPhone 12, the world's most powerful device, was
announced on October 13, 2020. The phone comes loaded with iOS 14, Apple's latest operating system. The update brings several new features and tweaks like the translation
app, the sleep tracking app, Siri improvements, and several others. This user manual will show you all the features and settings of the new iPhone 12 to help you master how to
use your iPhone with all the newly introduced features. In this Guide, you will learn: What is new on iOS 14 Set up your iPhone 12 How to Set up and manage Family Sharing
Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Use iPhone to Search Using Siri Using Find My How to add widgets to the iPhone Home screen Exploring the
App Library How to use app clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitask with Picture in Picture How to use the new Message features on your iPhone
Mention people in a conversation Speech and Language Translation Create your Memoji Using Memoji as a profile picture Record a QuickTake video Take a selfie Sort photos in
albums Filter photos in albums Edit your photos and images Make FaceTime group calls Headphone and Environmental sound control. Set up sleep schedules in the Health app
on iPhone Set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone Organizing apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes Share reminders and collaborate Translate a webpage
Limit the headphone volume And a lot more! Get this Book Now and begin to do more with your latest iPhone device.
This book contains all the key settings, functions, tips and tricks that you need to know with Screenshots to Guide you in Operating your iPhone 11 Pro Like a Pro with the New
iOS 13 The iPhone 11 Pro was launched alongside the iPhone 11 and Pro Max, three great devices launched by the Apple company. The iPhone 11 was designed as a
replacement for the iPhone XS that was lunched last year along with the iPhone XR and XS Max. The iOS 13 comes with lots of new features that can look a little overwhelming
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when using it for the first time. This book would help you explore all the features of your phone by showing you steps on how to enable and use the features to get you started on
your device in no time. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: How to set up your device How to backup your data How to Use Cycle Tracking in Health How to
use the Silence Unknown Callers feature How to Use the Find My App List of Shortcuts in Safari How to Edit Photos and Rotate Videos How to Use Sign-IN-With-Apple How to
Enable Dark Mode How to Use Favorites in the Apple Maps How to Use Look Around feature in Apple Maps How to Customize Your Memoji and Animoji How to Share Music
Over AirPods How to Play Live Radio Through Siri How to Add Siri Shortcuts How to Use Screen Time How to Set App Limits How to Use the New Reminders app How to Use
Swipe Typing How to Edit voice memo How to Apply filter to a video How to Disable/ Enable Haptic Touch and 3D in iOS 13 How to Remove Location Details from your Photos in
iOS 13 How to Set a Profile picture and Name in iMessages How to Set Optimized Battery Charging How to Pair your iPhone with a DualShock 4 and Xbox one S How to Use
the New Gestures for Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and Undo How to Connect to Paired Bluetooth Devices or Wi-fi from Control Center How to Download Large Apps over Cellular
Network How to Scan Documents and Save screenshots Straight to Files App How to enable and disable Content blocker Operating the Safari Browser And lots more! Value Add
for this book A detailed Table of content that you can easily reference when needed. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms, easy for all to
understand. Latest tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest. Click on Buy Now to get this book and begin to do more productive activities with your iPhone 11.
Maximize the full features of your iPhone 12 mini The iPhone 12 mini marks a change in direction, not just from Apple but also in an industry of increasingly large smartphones.
This smaller form factor is a welcome addition to Apple's lineup. The 12 mini is just a miniature iPhone 12. It has the same new design, from the flat, color matching aluminum
frame to the glossy glass back. It gets the same improvements like the ceramic shield display and the new water resistance rating too. You don't have any durability compromises
with the smaller phone. The iPhone 12 mini supports 5G connectivity, has better water and dust resistance, improved cameras, and runs on the brand-new iOS 14. iOS 14 brings
several new features and tweaks like widgets, the app library, compact call interface, the translation app, the sleep tracking app, Siri improvements, and several others. This book
will show you all the features and settings of the new iPhone 12 mini to help you master how to use your iPhone with all the newly introduced features. This is a preview of what
you will learn: Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 mini Set Up iPhone 12 mini Create and Change Apple ID on the iPhone 12 mini Set Up Apple Pay How to Use Picture
in Picture Mode Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 mini Home screen and open apps Use and Customize Control Center Set Do
Not Disturb Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 mini Switching Between Open Apps Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 mini Creating Folders and Organizing Your
Apps Multitasking with "Picture in Picture" on iPhone And so much more! This guide contains step-by-step instructions with images that will help you operate your iPhone 12 mini
in the simplest terms. It will open to you the beautiful features you never knew existed and help you to make maximum use of your device. It is straight forward, well detailed, and
easy to understand. Get this Book Now and begin to do more with your latest iPhone device. Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button to purchase this guide!
This guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the exclusive features of this new iPhone, learn how to take incredible photos, learn how to start dark mode settings and customize your
phone, discover how to use iOS 13.1 and the latest version, how to create and use iPhone 11 shortcuts and gestures, and its built-in apps, plus much more. This book shows you new and exciting tips and indepth tutorials you need to know about the new iPhone 11 features and the iOS 13.1 and the latest version user interface. This book is the best user manual you need to guide you on how to use and
optimally maximize your iPhone. This book has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for beginners, dummies, seniors, kids, teens, and adults. By the time you've finished reading this book, you'll be a pro in
nearly everything related to the new iPhone.
This book shows you exciting tips and in-depth tutorials you need to know about the new iPhone 11 features and the iOS 13 user interface which is why over-100 million people all over the world are lovers of
iPhone. If you're acquiring the iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max, for the first time, or you probably need more information on how to use your device optimally, and this is the guide for you.
You would discover how to do everything from the set-up process to customizing the iPhone, as well as amazing Tips & tricks you never would find in the original iPhone manual. ...and a lot more. You'll
uncover the exclusive features of this new iPhone, plus much more as you read this book.
The iPhone 12 has one of the best smartphone cameras among other devices. Also, there are three different types of iPhone 12, each having its own camera. For instance, the iPhone 12 mini and iPhone 12
standard have two cameras each, while the iPhone 12 Pro Max has three cameras. In this user guide, users will learn everything there is to know about the different iPhone 12 cameras. Furthermore, readers
will get to know how to operate the iPhone 12 cameras effectively without encountering any issue. For a start, users will learn how to use the iPhone 12 Control Center, how to add camera app to the dock,
how to take HDR pictures, how to shoot in burst mode and so much more. At the end of this guide, users will become a pro when using the iPhone 12 camera. This guide also includes perfect illustrations,
explanations, and well-detailed step-by-step instructions that will help you navigate the iPhone 12 camera. Here are some things you stand to learn in this guide: How to use the iPhone 12 Control Center
Adding Camera App to the Dock How to activate the Grid Lines How to take HDR Pictures How to shoot in Burst Mode Taking Manual Photos How to turn off Auto HDR How to take Panorama Pictures How
to use Depth Control How to take a Live Photo How to edit Live Photos How to use Portrait Mode on your iPhone 12 Models How to change Aspect Ratio How to Take Pictures using Filter How to Record a
Video How to Record a QuickTake Video How to convert Normal Video to Slo-Mo How to Change Frame Rate and Video Resolution with Quick Toggles How to shoot a Slow Motion Video How to make your
Video Slow or Fast How to Take Pictures in Low Light with Night Mode Using the Photos app to View Videos and Photos How to browse through Pictures and Videos How to Play a Live Photo How to
Permanently Delete or Recover Deleted Pictures How to edit Live Photos on iPhone 12 Camera How to Hide Pictures and Videos How to Make and Customize a Slideshow How to Organize Pictures in
Albums How to add Pictures and Videos to Existing Albums How to Sort Pictures in Albums How to Filter Pictures in your Albums How to Share and Save Picture or Video you received How to Use Sharing
Suggestions to Share Photos How to Open the Photo Editor in Photos App How to adjust color, brightness, and sharpness How to Preserve the Original Photo List of Photo Editing Tools in iPhone 12
Retouching your Pictures How to Remove Photo Casting How to Crop Photos How to Apply Selective Edit How to use Adobe Lightroom How to Remove Unwanted Images and Spots in your Photos How to
Handle Panel in Loupe View How to use FilMic Pro for Better Focus Using FilMic Pro App for Cinematic Video How to Set Resolution in FilMic Pro How to use Manual Control Slider How to set White Balance
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How to adjust Frame Rate on Filmic Pro How to Create Preset for a User How to Adjust the Tonal Scale of a Photo How to Hide Partially Compatible Presets How to Correct Camera Lens Flaws How to Apply
Effects in your Pictures How to use Tonal Curve to Fine-tune the Tonal Scale How to sharpen your Pictures with Noise Reduction And many more.... You Can Download FREE with Kindle Unlimited and
Configure Various Setting on Your Device.So what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret
you did See you inside!!!
The Perfect User Guide for iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max users that want to maximize the full features of the latest iOS 14 software. iOS 14 is one of Apple's most significant iOS update
to date, introducing Siri improvements, Picture in Picture video playback, Home screen design changes, App Library and several other powerful tweaks. This user manual will show you all the features and
settings of the iOS 14 to help you master how to use the iOS 14 on your iPhone 11 with all its newly introduced feature. This guide will walk you through all the fantastic features of the new software and
expose all the hidden setting. In this Guide you will learn What is new on iOS 14 All the Amazing Features of the iOS 14 you should know about How to Set Up Your iPhone How to Set up and manage Family
Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Updating your iPhone device to the latest iOS 14 Applying iOS 14 updates to your iPhone device Using Siri Using Find My How to
add and manage Widgets to your iPhone Exploring the App Library on iOS 14 How to use app clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitasking with the Picture in Picture feature on your
iPhone How to use the new Message features on your iPhone Speech and Language Translation Creating your Memoji in iOS 14 Using Memoji as a profile picture Camera feature on iOS 14 Sorting albums
FaceTime feature on iOS 14 Headphone and Environmental sound control. How to set up sleep schedules in the Health app on iPhone How to set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone Organizing
apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes And a lot more! Are you ready to get started with the new iOS 14? Then grab a copy of this manual Now!
The iPhone Manual for Beginners is the complete guide to using the iPhone. This book was made with the beginner in mind, and is great for seniors and first-time iPhone users.The book is suitable for the
following iPhone models: 7, 7 Plus, 6s, 6s Plus, 6, 6 Plus, 5s, 5c, and SE.
This is the one-stop guide for NEWCOMERS, we mean new users of the iPhone 8/8 plus. With several updated iPhone tricks at your disposal you can be sure to become an iOS pro in less than one hour.
Yes, one hour. Haven sold hundreds of copies, with an average 4.5 star review, on other sales platforms; you can be sure to get value for money spent. *When you buy a paperback of this book, you'll get the
eBook version for free. As a hint, some of the things to learn include: *How To Secure Your iPhone With Face ID *Setting up Face ID *Using the Face ID *How To Charge iPhone Wirelessly. *Tips and tricks
for the iPhone 8 plus *How To Set Up And Use Apple Pay *Tips for using iOS 12 effectively *How To Use Siri On Your Iphone *How to invoke Siri *How to type and ask Siri *Tips To Ensure That Siri Serves
You Well *How To Maintain Your iPhone *Prolonging Your iPhones Battery Life. LOTS MORE!!! What are you waiting for? Join the queue of people reading this book and sending copies as gifts also. The
price will be increased in a couple of days. BUY NOW! THE AUTHOR Stephen Rock has been a certified apps developer and tech researcher for more than 12 years. Some of his 'how to' guides have
appeared in a handful of international journals and tech blogs. He simply loves rabbits.
This book shows you new tips and in-depth tutorials you need to know about the new and exciting iPhone 8 features and the iOS 13 user interface. This book would help you manage, personalize, and
communicate better using your new iPhone 8, and iPhone 8 Plus cell phone optimally. You would discover how to set-up your phone correctly, how to customize the iPhone, as well as fantastic tips & tutorials
you never would imagine to know about your iPhone. In this book, you will learn; -iPhone 8 correct set-up process -In-depth tutorial for optimizing iPhone -In-depth camera and photography tutorial -How to fix
common iPhone 8 problems -23 Top iPhone Tips and Tricks -iPhone 8 Series Security Features -Apple ID and Face ID Set-up and Tricks -Apple Face ID Hidden Features -All iPhone 8 Gestures you should
know -How to Hide SMS notification content display on iPhone screen -How to use the virtual Home button ...and a lot more. It is the complete guide for you.
Important Note: This book does not work with the latest version of Final Cut Pro X 10.1. Please refer to the latest version of this title: Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X 10.1: Professional PostProduction ISBN-10: 0321949560 Revised for Final Cut Pro X 10.0.7 and featuring compelling footage, this best-selling, Apple-certified guide provides a strong foundation in all aspects of video editing.
Renowned author Diana Weynand starts with basic video editing techniques and takes readers all the way through Final Cut Pro's powerful features. This Second Edition covers the latest terminology and
interface changes including those to the Viewer, Toolbar, Timeline, and menus. Coverage of new and enhanced features includes compound clips, multichannel audio editing, and exporting roles. Each
chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, using professional-quality and broadcast footage. · DVD-ROM includes lesson and media files for over 40 hours of training ·
Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects · Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side · Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master
techniques fast · Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time · Chapter review questions summarize what you've learned and prepare you for the Apple Certified Pro Exam
iOS 11 for the iPhone includes a host of exciting new features, including a revamped Control Center and all-new powers for some of your favorite apps—Siri, AirPlay 2, Maps, Photos, and Maps. You can even
send payment via iMessages and type with one hand! And the best way to learn all of these features is with iPhone: The Missing Manual—a funny, gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips, shortcuts, and
workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master. This easy-to-use book will help you accomplish everything from web browsing to watching videos so you can get the most out of your iPhone.
Written by Missing Manual series creator and former New York Times columnist David Pogue, this updated guide shows you everything you need to know about the new features and user interface of iOS 11
for the iPhone.

The Ultimate User Guide to gain total mastery of the new iPhone 12 Pro In this guide, you will learn how to master and set up all the essential features of the new iPhone 12 Pro, including
basic and advanced tips and tricks to help you navigate the iPhone 12 Pro interface and use the latest operating system, iOS 14, like a pro. This guide is ideal for both beginners and experts.
The iPhone 12 pro is packed full with many novel features that promises to give every user the 'WOW experience'. With a powerful A14 Bionic processor, it boasts to be one of the fastest
devices on the planet. Apple has also improved on the camera of the iPhone, with 3 rear cameras, each of which packs 12-megapixel lenses, plus another 12 megapixels in the front camera.
The device runs on the new upgraded iOS 14, which itself is packed with many new features. The new iOS 14 update brings some useful tools, including the ability to display Triple-lens 3D
camera for better video and gaming and more. There's also a slew of New physical design and its ability to do 5G connectivity. This guide is formatted in a way to help you use your phone
(and all its powerful features) as quickly as possible. Here is a preview of what you will learn: Everything about the new iOS 14 Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 pro Manage Apple
ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 pro How to use Picture in Picture for movies and TV shows How to add widgets to your Home Screen Organizing apps with
the App Library Home screen and open apps Type and Edit Text on iPhone 12 pro Use and Customize Control Center on iPhone 12 pro Set Do Not Disturb on iPhone 12 pro Turn on Do Not
Disturb While Driving Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 pro Switching Between Open Apps Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 pro Find out what Siri can do on iPhone 12 pro
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Take Photos with the Camera on iPhone 12 pro New safari features And much more! This is an easy-to-follow step by step guide you have been looking for. Get this guide now and start using
your iPhone 12 pro to get the best experience. Right from the initial setup of your phone, to the more advanced features and tips & tricks, this is a must-read for you. Scroll up and click BUY
NOW to get started.
The iPhone 12 Pro Max is among Apple iPhone 12 series, released in October 13, 2020. The iPhone 12 Pro Max is valuable in tracking your Health Status - you can track, record and see the
timeline of your menstrual cycle for the ladies. While for both genders, you can set up your sleep schedules so that you don't over sleep or fall short of sleep which can result to insomnia. The
iPhone 12 Pro Max has a powerful Triple-Lens Rear Camera and a new LIDAR Sensor which helps to improve your photo effect. In this guide, you will learn the basics of chatting with family
and friends, using your iPhone as a television to watch shows and films, snapping and sharing photos and videos, playing music's, podcast, audiobooks with CarPlay and so on. You will also
learn how to master and setup all the essential features of iphone 12 pro Max. Here is a preview of the top topics this guide contains: -Features Of iPhone 12 Pro Max -Turn Up, Set Up And
Get Started -Basic Guides -Widgets/Calculators -Siri -Picture-in-Picture (PiP) -TV App -Books/Audiobooks -Cameras -Health No doubt, there is load of useful information's packed up in this
guide. Just scroll up, and click on the BUY NOW button ASAP to purchase this guide today.
This edition skips all the confusing techno-jargon and just describes--in plain English--exactly how to use iPhone features. Each page covers just one single topic with a large full-color photo
on each page.
Are you new to iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12, iPhone Pro, or iPhone 12 Pro max? Or are you new totally to the iPhone world by trying to acquire any of the latest iPhone mobile or the previous
version of iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone X, iPhone 8 plus, down to iPhone 6? This book shows you new and exciting tips and in-depth tutorials you need to know about the new iPhone features
and the iOS 14 user interface. This guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the exclusive features of this new iPhone, learn how to take incredible photos, learn how
to start dark mode settings and customize your phone, discover how to use iOS 14 like a professional, how to create and use iPhone shortcuts and gestures, and its built-in apps, plus much
more. This book is updated with information on iOS 14, the newly released software in Fall of 2020 that runs on all iPhone device, dating back to the iPhone 6. This book will help you navigate
your device easily and effortlessly. This book has information with clear, step-by-step information on the essentials information you would need on daily basis. It covers the basics of setting up
an iPhone, backing up and restoring of data, setting up Face ID, email, screen recording, etc. This books also covers; Overview of what the new iPhone features are, Upgrade to iOS 14
iPhone 12 cameras and Voice mail Customizing iPhone Siri on your iPhone Backup and restore of data on iTunes, iCloud and Android iPhone Tips and Tricks Fix common iPhone problems
...and much more If you looking for the most recent information on your iPhone, look no further than this book best suitable for beginners, dummies, seniors and kids. Whenever you're ready
to build your skills and become the iPhone guru of your dream, this is the guide that offers the insight you need to increase your technical know-how.
Brand new for 2019! iPhone Guide is the perfect companion for your new iPhone X, XR, or XS. Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by best-selling technology author
Tom Rudderham, iPhone Guide is packed with step-by-step tutorials, helpful tips, and hundreds of images. The new generation of iPhones all feature edge-to-edge displays, brand new
gestures, updated apps, and an operating system that's packed with clever technologies and features. If you're new to the iPhone, or really want to make the most out of its features, then
chances are you need a friendly guide to help you make sense of it all. That's where iPhone Guide comes in. It's written in an easy to follow way, so if you only need to learn the basics, or if
you want to discover some really advanced tips, iPhone Guide is here to help. * Packed with hundreds of images * Detailed step-by-step guides for all the essential apps * Use multi-touch
gestures to control your iPhone * Discover advanced camera tools to create stunning photos * Plus much much more!
A full-color guide to the iPhone, including the new iPhone 3G S With its new 3G S model, the iPhone is definitely the must-have mobile device. This fully updated guide covers all the cool
features of the fastest iPhone ever, including the Spotlight search feature, voice control, and video camera capability. iPhone For Dummies, 3rd Edition also covers the basics of using the
multitouch interface, setting up iTunes, browsing the Internet, sending and receiving e-mail, and more. The iPhone 3G S is the fastest and most powerful iPhone yet, with a host of new
features Learn to use landscape mode for e-mail, texting, and shooting widescreen video See how to copy or cut and paste text, video, photos, and Web content from one app to another Find
out how to make calls, play music, or create new playlists using voice control Locate anything on your iPhone with Spotlight, whether in your calendar, contacts, e-mail, iPod, apps, or even
saved Web clips Discover how to create and send messages that include text, video, voice memos, map locations, and more Covering all the features of the much-anticipated iPhone 3G S,
iPhone For Dummies, 3rd Edition helps you get every bit of functionality your iPhone offers.
The Complete User Guide to iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max. iPhone 12 Pro assumes that it's the best smartphone around. Now the smartphone has spoiled users with
buttery smooth performance, velvety haptics and trouble-free setup. Everything about the iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max experience is almost obnoxiously seamless, and
that's a big reason why it is a big contender to the iPhone 11 and Samsung Galaxy Note 20. The new iOS 14 update brings some useful tools, including the ability to display Triple-lens 3D
camera for better video and gaming and more. There's also a slew of New physical design and its ability to do 5G connectivity as well as integrate two forms of 5G: That's all great. So long as
you're jumping to the iPhone 12 Pro, the combination of refreshed hardware, software and accessories supplies a more significant upgrade. This book is a detailed in DEPTH guide that will
help you to maximize your iPhone 12 Pro Series. It has ACTIONABLE tips, tricks and hacks. It contains specific step-by-step instructions that are well organized and easy to read. Here is a
preview of what you will learn: -Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 -Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone -Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 -Take a Screenshot or Screen
Recording On iPhone 12Change iPhone 12 Sounds and Vibrations. -Home screen and open apps -Type and Edit Text on iPhone 12 -Add or change keyboards on iPhone 12 -Using Maps
Application -Use and Customize Control Center on iPhone 12 -Allow Features Access from Device Lock Screen -How to use app clips on iPhone -Choose iPhone 12 Settings for Travel -Set
up Screen Time for a Family Member on iPhone 12 -Set Do Not Disturb on iPhone 12 -Turn on Do Not Disturb While Driving -Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 -Switching Between Open
Apps -Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 -Creating Folders and Organizing Your Apps -Find out what Siri can do on iPhone 12 -Using Siri in Your Car -Using Calculator on iPhone 12
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-Set up sleep routines in Health on an iPhone 12 -Set an Alarm or Bedtime Schedule on iPhone 12 -Track Your Sleep History -Take Photos with the Camera on iPhone 12 -Taking Videos with
iPhone 12 Camera -Recording a Slow-Motion Video -Set up FaceTime on iPhone 12 -Collecting Health and Fitness Data on iPhone 12 -Tracking Your Menstrual Cycle on iPhone 12 -Health
and Fitness Data on iPhone 12 -Download Health Records in Health On iPhone 12 (The U.S. Only) -Multitasking with "Picture in Picture" on iPhone -New Things Siri can do on iPhone 12 -Use
the Compass on iPhone 12 -View the Privacy Report -And So much more. This is the easy-to-follow step by step guide you have been looking for. Get this guide now and start using your
iPhone 12/iPhone 12 Pro/ iPhone 12 Pro Max to get the best experience. Additional value for this book. -A well-organized table of content and index that you can easily reference to get details
quickly and more efficiently -Step-by-step instructions with images that will help you operate your iPhone Device in the simplest terms. -Latest tips and tricks to help you maximize your new
iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone Pro Max to the fullest.
Never has iPhone been much more essential than it is now. It's a tool that allows us to keep in touch with friends and family wherever they are around the globe. This allows us to capture
pivotal events and relive lovely possessions, and it maintains us knowledgeable and amused. For both innovation and engineering, the iPhone 13 takes among the most critical developments
forward. It encompasses 5G support, enhanced wireless charging, a lovely new specification, and it did come in four different shapes and sizes. The whole article is the ultimate iPhone 13,
iPhone 13 mini, as well as iPhone 13 Pro step-by-step guide. You will uncover the basics of iPhone activation and then use, learn how to take amazing photos, find out how to iOS 15 and its
built-in apps, and much more. By the time you have finished reading the iPhone 13 Guide, in almost everything connected to iPhone as well as iOS, you will be a pro. Inside this guide, you will
come across: * All fundamentals, which include buttons, gestures and typing, are covered. * Making Use of iPad, iPod Touch, PC and Mac with your iPhone * How apps are found and installed
* Step-by-step tutorials for Internet browsing * Enable your iPad, iPod touch, as well as Mac to make phone calls * Guidelines on how to set up accounts as well as check emails * How to
make calls to loved ones on video calls? * Connecting your computer with ones iPhone * The secret things of mastering photography on iPhones * CarPlay and iPhone introduction * How
Settings can be configured & many others! And Many More!
By popular demand on self-explanatory iPhone 11 guide with step by step screenshots and easy to understand tips for both beginner and senior even the dummies to become professionals of
their iPhone 11. This iPhone 11 User Manual fully provides a solution to every difficult operational problem through do-it-yourself step by step latest tips, hint, and tactics; backed-up with many
clear pictures and important screenshots that will make the uses of your iPhone 11 simple as ABC... in solving problems. However, to mention a few out of many tips that beginners and
seniors would comprehensively learn in this iPhone 11 User Manual: How you can understand the general operational tools. How you can successfully make Apple ID, Face ID, and Passcode.
How you can successfully apply protective accessories like iPhone 11 Case & Screen Protector without bubbles. How you can set up your iPhone 11 manually and automatically. How you can
update and upgrade default iOS 13 to the latest version How you can transfer documents or data from Android to iPhone 11 How you can efficiently use your iPhone Camera to take a
professional shot or video. How you can customize all-important apps' commands into the control center How you can successfully use CarPlay in your car. How you can use Find My App to
recover your lost iPhone 11 How you can customize Animoji for FaceTime or Video Calls or iMessage. How you can use Health App to track your Menstrual Cycle, Daily Meals, Sleep, Steps,
Calories, Heart Conditions, Fertility... many other Activities. How you can use Siri to do many features (e.g. making a call, sending a message, setting alarm, reminding plans, etc.) of different
Apps on your iPhone 11... and many others. iPhone 11 was a developed and advanced iPhone using iOS 13 that was produced after the first-four full-screen predecessors that are iPhone X,
iPhone Xr, iPhone Xs, iPhone Xs Max running with iOS 11 to 12. On September 10, 2019, iPhone 11 was released with iPhone 11 Pro, and iPhone 11 Pro Max respectively by Apple to
optimally meet up the utmost desire and specification of all beginners, seniors and dummies. Apple Company constantly introduced more advanced iOS 13.1 and above that are full of many
inventions. Therefore, for you to get all the secret clews, get your copy of this iPhone 11 User Manual by clicking on Buy Now Button
Need help with the iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus? The iPhone 6S and 6S Plus introduced the 3D Touch feature, which completely redefines how you use your iPhone. Many other new
features were also introduced in iOS 9. This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as iOS 9. The Guide to the iPhone 6S gives task-based instructions without using any
technical jargon. Learning which buttons perform which functions is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of the iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to
perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by-step procedures. Additionally, detailed
screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer
to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem. Help is here!
Annotation With the iOS 8.1 software and the new iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, Apple has taken its flagship products into new realms of power and beauty. The modern iPhone comes with
everythingcamera, music player, Internet, flashlightexcept a printed manual. Fortunately, David Pogue is back with this expanded edition of his witty, full-color guide: the worlds most popular
iPhone book. The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. This book unearths all the secrets of the newest iPhones. Bigger screens, faster chips, astonishing cameras, WiFi calling, Apple Pay, crazy thin. The
iOS 8.1 software. Older iPhone models gain predictive typing, iCloud Drive, Family Sharing, "Hey Siri," the Health app, and about 195 more new features. Its all here, in these pages. The
apps. That catalog of 1.3 million add-on programs makes the iPhones phone features almost secondary. Now youll know how to find, exploit, and troubleshoot those apps. The iPhone may be
the worlds coolest computer, but its still a computer, with all of a computers complexities. iPhone: The Missing Manual is a funny, gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips, shortcuts, and
workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master.
PURCHASE THE HELP ME! GUIDE TO THE IPHONE 5S PAPERBACK AND RECEIVE THE KINDLE EBOOK FOR FREE! Need help with your new iPhone 5S? The iPhone 5S introduced
several new features not seen in the iPhone 5, such as a fingerprint scanner, new camera features, and an entirely new operating system. This guide will introduce you to these new features,
as well as iOS 7. The Guide to the iPhone 5S gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons perform which functions is useless unless you know how
it will help you in your everyday use of the iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy
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paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by-step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This guide also explains
Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem. Help is here!
If there is anything you will need to really enjoy your iPhone, it is an unbiased guide on useful and mind-blowing tricks. This book was written to help you learn great iPhone 8/8 Plus tips and
tricks. You will also be getting tips for improving battery life, boosting performance, and protecting your iPhone. As a hint you will learn: (I) How to optimize your iPhone 8/8 Plus (II) How to
organize your iPhone (III) Exploring impressive iPhone tricks (IV) Optimizing your iPhone camera (V) Use Apple Pay on your iPhone. . . And lots more. You've got nothing holding you back
from hitting the 'buy' button.
After many speculations and wild guesses, the iPhone 11, which is the newest entry to the Apple iPhone family, is officially available. HURRAY! The device was introduced together with the
iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Max to replace Apple's phased-out iPhone XR, XS and XS Max models. These latest iPhone devices came configured with the iOS software that was released in
September 2019. The iPhone 11 looks stunning in videos but look even better physically. Have you recently acquired an iPhone 11? Are you searching for a detailed user guide to help you
configure your new iPhone phone and understand it? Are you searching for a manual to uncover all of your latest device's great features? Are you curious to know what to do after unboxing it
and undergoing the initial setup phase? Okay, this book is for you! The contents of this book are in clear and concise words, with a detailed approach to help you understand your device as
quickly as possible. A look at this guide will teach you the following: How to Activate and Configure Your iPhone How to Add Password: Set Up Screen Lock How to Change the Auto-Lock
(Screen Timeout) Time How to Insert Sim Card Properly How to Configure and Use Face ID to Unlock Your iPhone How to Turn "Tap to Wake" and "Raise to Wake" On and Off How to Block
and Unblock a Number How to Make a Phone Call How to Setup Call forwarding How to Make Conference Call How to Navigate Your iPhone with Voice Control How to Find Your iPhone if
Misplaced or Stolen ...and many more topics. Get this book to provide answers to all your questions about your new device. Hit the Buy Now button to get this book and enjoy doing more with
your iPhone.
The iPhone 12 is the latest release by Apple and brags to be the best smartphone around.The iPhone 12 is obnoxiously seamless and a very big contender to the iPhone 12 and Samsung
Galaxy Note 20.The iPhone 12 comes with a new iOS 14 which have some useful tools like Triple-lens 3D camera display for good quality video and gaming.It has an attractive physical
design and comes with the new 5G internet connectivity.This book explains in depth the new features that makes the iPhone 12 stands out and also simplified helpful guide on using the new
iPhone 12.In this book, you will learnPhone setupInternet connectionDictationSiri GuideSync your phone and computerCreate and edit events in calendarAnd so much more...Get this guide
now and start using your iPhone 12 to get the best experience.Buy now and you will be glad you did...
"The iPhone is made on a global scale, and it blends computers, the Internet, communications, and artificial intelligence in one blockbuster, game-changing innovation. It reflects so many of
the things that our contemporary world is good at - indeed, great at" - Tyler CowenThe iPhone XR is one of the world's most innovative and powerful smartphones packed with the newest
technologies and powered by A12 Bionic chip. The device can run and is compatible with the new iOS 14 (upgrade from iOS 13), packed with innovative updates to existing apps and new
feature additions like CarPlay, Home and Health lifting the iPhone above its competition (Samsung Galaxy S20 series, Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra, OnePlus 8 Pro, LG V60 and Google
Pixel 5.) From unboxing to making use of the super-advanced features, the chapters are carefully laid out to help you make the most of this beautiful gadget. Information on how to use popular
apps and how to solve basic problems without visiting an Apple support store. Some of the topics covered in the book include Ø Turn on the iPhone and Get StartedØ Inserting a new SIM and
Connecting to the internetØ Apple ID and iCloudØ Wake and unlockØ Various Gestures to control the iPhoneØ Take a screenshot and make screen recordingØ Change the screen
orientationØ WallpapersØ Use AirDrop to send files and documentsØ Mark up files and picturesØ Charge and optimize the batteryØ Add / Remove Widgets from the Home screenØ Status
iconsØ Ask Siri and Siri shortcutsØ Set up Family SharingØ Set up Screen Time for yourselfØ Set up Screen Time through Family SharingØ CarPlay: Connect to CarPlay, Use Siri, Make
Phone calls, play music, Use the map and other apps in CarPlay, control your Home, listen to news stories and view your calendarØ App Store: Get apps, play games, Manage purchases and
subscriptionsØ Books: Search for and buy books, Read Books, organize books, set reading goalsØ Calendar: Create and edit events, send invites, receive invites, use multiple calendarsØ
Camera: Capture pictures and videos, adjust and manage Camera settings, view and share photosØ FaceTime: Set up FaceTime, make individual and group calls, receive calls, block callers,
adjust FaceTime settingsØ Find My: Find people, Find devicesØ Health: Track sleep schedule, menstrual cycle and fitness data, create and share Medical ID, Register as organ donorØ
Home: Set up HomeKit accessories, Control accessories, Create more Homes, Configure HomePod and router, create scenes, Control Home with Siri, Create an automationØ Mail: Write,
send, view, organize, search, delete and print emails, add attachment to emailsØ Maps: view map, get directions and find destinationsØ Messages: set up messages, send individual and
group messages (text, audio, picture and video), block unwanted messages, use MemojisØ Music: find music, download music, play and queue up musicØ Reminders: set reminders,
organize, share and collaborate with RemindersØ Safari: Surf the web, search for websites, bookmark web pages, save pages to reading lists and browse securelyØ Wallet: Set up Apple Pay,
complete contactless purchases, use Apple cash and Apple cardØ Transfer files between iPhone and your computer, CarPlay, Battery care, meaning of status icons, Sync iPhone with your
computer, Family sharing, Handoff, Checking for iOS updates, Back up and Erase iPhone, security and protection of the iPhone, and so much more.Ø The new iOS 14 (App Updates and New
Additions)Ø Latest tips, tricks and hacks complete with pictures and step-by-step instructions Ø Safety, use and care information for the iPhone Click the "Buy now" button to get this guide
now and begin using your iPhone for optimal user experience.
You have one of the best iPhones produced by Apple but how do you use it?! Are you finding it very difficult searching for a book that will show you how to benefit from your iPHONE SE
2020? Would you like to have an in-depth understanding of your new iPHONE SE 2020? Look no further. This book was composed to expose people like you to the bundles that accompanied
the phone, alongside hidden features and tips that are not entirely obvious by users and writers. Irrespective of the fact that you are new to the APPLE world or have been an old user or a
professional, there are numerous tips and tricks that so many individuals overlook and which can make their connection with the Device much more beneficial but unfortunately, many new and
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old users are not aware of the essential features, tips, tricks and shortcuts. This is an Easy User Guide to Use Your New iPhone SE 2020 with Tips and Tricks and it is written in a way to help
you use your iPhone SE 2020 and all its powerful features as quickly as possible. There is always information that you wouldn't be able to get from official sources but after reading this, you
would be proficient enough to use your iPhone to the fullest. This book will tell you about the basics of the Apple iPhone SE 2020 and how you can customize it. If you have not purchased it
yet and want to try your iPhone SE 2020, you have nothing to worry about, because this book has a lot of tips and tricks for the perfect phone that will improve your experience in it. The whole
process is as fast as you can imagine. Only a few steps will display some technical approach. This User Guide will help you get started quickly and also contribute immensely by helping you to
get the most out of your iPHONE SE 2020 device. iPHONE SE specs & reviews, Important reasons why you should buy and not buy the phone, Tips and Tricks such as; Cancelling a mistake
by just shaking your phone How to transfer files from your old iPhone to your new iPhone SE device Wireless charging trick How to optimize battery charge How to create your own emoji
stickers How to back up your photos and videos How to use multiple fingers for touch ID How to use camera filters to getting the best selfies and SO MANY MORE...
Obviously, this guide should be in the box. But the box is so minimalist, it just won't fit! New Apple users definitely need this book though. We go through the main gestures, icons, settings,
apps. But this guide will also be useful for the fans of iPhones, since the XS (XS Max) is the latest iteration, furthermore it has the new iOS. We will look into the new possibilities of iOS, learn
to live without the Home button, figure out the new photo modes, share a lot of secrets with our readers and of course tips on how to use this new miracle of tech! This guide contains detailed
descriptions and instructions for the following sections: - Main Features Of IPhone XS (XS Max) And iOS12 - Setting up the iPhone XS (XS Max) - Basics - Learn basic gestures to interact with
iPhone XS, Check out the meaning of status icons on iPhone XS, How to use the iPhone Home Screen and open apps, Change your iPhone Settings - How to use various apps - App basics,
App Store, Books, Camera, FaceTime,Files, Find My Friends, Find My iPhone location, iTunes, Safari, etc - Tricks and Tips on how to use the iPhone XS (XS Max)
I thought it would be a boring small budget phone, but I was wrong... The iPhone SE 2020 is the smallest, fastest, and cheapest iPhone we’ve seen for a while now. Apple’s most affordable iPhone has
finally been updated to the new Apple iPhone SE 2020. Unofficially, SE means special edition, and this phone is indeed impressive. It's loaded with so many useful features, to a point where your jaw might
drop. In this book, I talk about the phone’s hidden features, comfort, design and screen quality, performance, camera image quality, and battery life, and more! With this book, you'll learn: Why the iPhone SE
2020 is essentially the classic Apple product. Why everything about this phone feels fluid. Why the iPhone SE 2020 feels like a new iPhone 11 Pro inside the iPhone 8 body. Secret techniques, tips, and tricks
to use and improve your iPhone SE 2020 seamlessly. Do you want to know how to: Clean your iPhone the correct way? Switch mobile data and Bluetooth on or off in an instant? Access airplane mode
quickly? Check network connection strength? Turn data roaming on or off? Turn Wi-Fi Assist on or off? Use the Control Center for quick access to frequently used settings? Force close non-responding apps?
Turn on Low Data Mode to help apps reduce their network data use? Reset your voicemail password? Stop unwanted pop-ups in your browser? Troubleshoot apps for smooth running? Then get this book to
solve these and more... It’s never been easier to get into the iPhone and the Apple ecosystem with the iPhone SE 2020. If you’re new to the iPhone or want to brush up on your skills, GET THIS BOOK TO
MASTER THE ART OF THE IPHONE SE 2020.
Need help with the iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus? The iPhone 7 introduced many new features, which redefined the iPhone. This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as the rest of the iPhone
7 and iOS 10. The Guide to the iPhone 7 gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons on your iPhone 7 perform which functions is useless unless you know how it
will help you in your everyday use of the iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives
unambiguous, simple step-by- step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish
your day-to- day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem. Help is here!
I thought it would be a boring small budget phone, but I was wrong... The iPhone SE 2020 is the smallest, fastest, and cheapest iPhone we've seen for a while now. Apple's most affordable iPhone has finally
been updated to the new Apple iPhone SE 2020. Unofficially, SE means special edition, and this phone is indeed impressive. It's loaded with so many useful features, to a point where your jaw might drop. In
this book, I talk about the phone's hidden features, comfort, design and screen quality, performance, camera image quality, and battery life, and more! With this book, you'll learn: Why the iPhone SE 2020 is
essentially the classic Apple product. Why everything about this phone feels fluid. Why the iPhone SE 2020 feels like a new iPhone 11 Pro inside the iPhone 8 body. Secret techniques, tips, and tricks to use
and improve your iPhone SE 2020 seamlessly. Do you want to know how to: Clean your iPhone the correct way? Switch mobile data and Bluetooth on or off in an instant? Access airplane mode quickly?
Check network connection strength? Turn data roaming on or off? Turn Wi-Fi Assist on or off? Use the Control Center for quick access to frequently used settings? Force close non-responding apps? Turn on
Low Data Mode to help apps reduce their network data use? Reset your voicemail password? Stop unwanted pop-ups in your browser? Troubleshoot apps for smooth running? Then get this book to solve
these and more... It's never been easier to get into the iPhone and the Apple ecosystem with the iPhone SE 2020. If you're new to the iPhone or want to brush up on your skills, GET THIS BOOK TO
MASTER THE ART OF THE IPHONE SE 2020.
The iPhone 12 is an awesome device that is built on brand new technology. The iPhone 12 has an attractive new design, direct and full access to 5G, good cameras, and even better performance. In this
guide, you'll learn how to master and set up all the essential features of the new iPhone 12, this manual covers a wide range of topics from the basic setup to advanced tips and tricks to help you get started
with your new iPhone 12 and the latest iOS 14 operating system. So whether you are a beginner or a pro, this guide will help you use all the available features on your new iPhone 12. Here Are Some Of The
Things You Will Learn In This Book: How To Set Up Iphone 12 How To Switch From Android To Iphone Set Up Cellular Service How To Set Up Multi-Task How To Move And Organize Apps How To Uninstall
Apps How To Customize Control Center How To Use Multiple Controllers In Control Center How To Turn Off Access To The Control Center In Applications How To Use Find My App Settings How To
Enable/Disable Dark Mode How To Enable/Disable Night Shift How To Set Up Language How To Set Up Mail And Contacts How To Create A Screen Recording How To Manage Icloud Settings How To Use
Basic Gestures How To Use Advanced Gestures How To Set Up Siri How To Use Siri In Your Car How To Set Up Family Sharing How To Set Up Your Apple Id For Your Kid How To Add Widget To Home
Screen How To Customize Travel Settings How To Set Up Airdrop How To Draw With Apple Markup How To Perform Quick Action How To Set Up Find My App How To Set Up Screen Time How To Set Up
Carplay How To Find A Route How To Set Up Your Security How To Back Up Your Iphone How To Restore All Content To Iphone From Backup What To Do When You Want To Sell Or Give Away Your
Iphone How To Delete All Content And Settings From Iphone Index And Lot's More SCROLL UP AND TAP THE BUY NOW ICON TO GET THIS BOOK NOW!!
**Get the eBook version free when you buy the Paperback** The iPhone XR can be considered the most beautiful device with the six colors it is designed in: white, black, blue, coral, yellow, and red. The
iPhone XR User Guide is a complete guide to operating the iPhone XR. This book would benefit beginners, first time iPhone users, seniors as well as users changing devices. In this book, you would find
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information you need to know about the iPhone XR starting from the physical features, to explaining buttons and terms that you need to know to better enjoy your device. It then goes into step by step
teachings and guides on how to use the device starting from the basics. This include: Steps to set up your iPhone XR How to install and use social media apps like Facebook, Twitter How to Use Memoji and
Animoji Set up email Create contact list Set up face ID Register for Apple ID Navigate apple pay features Make and answer calls, send text messages Charge your phone wirelessly Unlock your device
Activate Haptic Touch Turn Siri to a translator Restart, reset and restore Make use of "find my iPhone" when lost Amazing tips and tricks and so much more details you should know. Value Add for this book A
detailed Table of content that you can easily reference when needed. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms, easy for all to understand. Latest tips and tricks to help you
enjoy your device to the fullest. If you want to have vast knowledge on how to get the best from your Phone XR, then this book is for you.
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